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U.S. Department 
of Transportation 
Federal Highway 
Administration 

Washington Division Suite 501 Evergreen Plaza 
711 South Capitol Way
Olympia, Washington  98501-1284 
(360) 753-9480 
(360) 753-9889 (FAX)
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/wadiv 

June 2, 2010 

HEV-WA/570 

Ms. Paula J. Hammond 
Secretary of Transportation 
Department of Transportation 
Olympia, Washington 

Attention: Megan White 

Environmental Justice and Tolling 

Dear Ms. Hammond: 

We were asked by the Environmental Services Office to provide some guidance on how to 
address Environmental Justice (EJ) where tolling is being considered.  There is a lot of 
information nationally about EJ and High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes, but there was little 
information that was helpful in addressing situations where all the lanes of a facility were 
proposed to be tolled. Therefore, we requested an analysis by our legal counsel (see the enclosed 
memorandum).   

The legal analysis supports the conclusion both the FHWA Washington Division and the 
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) reached in the State Route (SR) 520 
Bridge Replacement Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) that tolling 
the SR 520 Bridge will constitute a high and adverse disproportionate impact on the low-income 
population. The primary basis for this determination is found in the US DOT Order 5610.2 
which defines a disproportionate impact as one that is “appreciably more severe or greater in 
magnitude than the adverse effect that will be suffered by the non-minority population and/or 
non-low-income population.” This means that since a toll on a facility where all lanes are 
proposed to be tolled will be a greater economic impact on a low-income population, it 
constitutes a disproportionate effect on that population. 

As a result, we will need to process the reevaluation we’ve reviewed in draft for the Urban 
Partnership SR 520 Variable Tolling Project Environmental Assessment (EA), since the EA 
concluded there was not a disproportionate impact.  We also will need to ensure that other 
projects considering tolling on a facility where all the lanes are proposed to be tolled address the 
potential for greater impact on the low-income population.  This does not mean that tolling 
cannot be implemented on such a facility; it means that the impact must be disclosed, and any 











 















   

     

 

 
  

   
 

  
   

 

 

  

 

   

   

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

    

 
 

     

  

   

  

 

  

   

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Preferred Alternative Information Sheet 
Request from: Washington State Department of Transportation 
Project Name: SR 520: I-5 to Medina Bridge Replacement and HOV Project 
NEPA Document: EIS 
Type of Request: Acceptance of preferred alternative 
Date of request: April 26, 2010 

1. What is the State’s preferred alternative? 

Based on our analysis of environmental impacts and public comments, WSDOT 

has identified its preferred alternative. This configuration includes: 

A pedestrian-friendly urban interchange integrated with a lid from 

Montlake Boulevard to east of 24
th 

Avenue East. 

A design that provides for near-term implementation of bus rapid transit 

(BRT) and includes design features that enable future development of light 

rail transit (LRT). 

Westbound off-ramps and direct-access transit/HOV ramps consolidated 

on the north side of the Montlake lid to maximize open space and 

pedestrian/bicycle connections. 

A second bascule bridge that provides expanded pedestrian/bicycle 

facilities across the Montlake Cut. 

Transit/HOV lanes and transit priority signaling on Montlake Boulevard. 

Bus stops on the Montlake lid to facilitate access between the 

neighborhoods and the Eastside. 

A six-lane Portage Bay Bridge with a managed westbound shoulder to 

provide additional capacity during peak periods. 

Transit/HOV direct access ramps to Montlake Boulevard. 

Elimination of dedicated on- and off-ramps to Lake Washington 

Boulevard, instead allowing for potential managed access to Lake 

Washington Boulevard via the direct-access ramps. 

Innovative noise reduction techniques to enhance conventional noise 

mitigation. 

All components of the preferred alternative were evaluated in the SDEIS. 

Although details of the design may be further refined as WSDOT works with the 

City of Seattle and other agencies and stakeholders under the requirements of 

ESHB 6392, these refinements are expected to remain within the scope of the 

SDEIS. They will likely focus on design characteristics of the Montlake 

interchange, management of access to and from Lake Washington Boulevard, 

construction phasing of the second bascule bridge, bicycle and pedestrian 

connections in the Montlake Triangle area, and traffic reduction measures to 

benefit the Washington Park Arboretum. 
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The attached graphics provide an overview of the preferred alternative. The 

response to question 3 below identifies specific features of the preferred 

alternative that respond to comments received on the Draft and Supplemental 

Draft EIS. 

2.	 How has the state involved agencies, the tribes, and the public in decision 

making? 

WSDOT has conducted agency and tribal coordination and public outreach on a 

regular basis since project scoping began in 2000. WSDOT has engaged resource 

agencies, cooperating agencies, and jurisdictions on project development through 

a Resource Agency Coordination process (RACp) and associated technical 

working groups since 2007, and prior to that time through the project’s Technical 

Advisory Committee. This project resigned from the Signatory Agency 

Coordination process which retired in 2009, and it is not subject to the 2005 Safe, 

Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users 

regulations. The RACp forum provided federal and state interagency and 

cooperating agency guidance. 

WSDOT has also coordinated with tribes through the RACp and associated 

technical working groups to provide project information and solicit feedback and 

concerns. In addition, WSDOT has consulted individually with all affected tribal 

nations through staff meetings regarding natural and cultural resources issues. 

Public involvement has ranged from attendance at open houses, accessibility of 

media and information and through participation in a mediation process. Public 

engagement has encompassed more than 30 hearings, open houses, and drop-in 

events, over 20 community design workshops, and over 100 community group 

meetings. Project information has been disseminated by newsletters, e-mail 

updates, community and agency briefings, and an extensive web site. 

Other public processes have also factored into consideration of the preferred 

alternative. The SR 520 mediation process, initiated by the State Legislature in 

2007 and managed by the Governor’s Office, convened more than 30 project 

stakeholders who developed the concepts for the three design options studied in 

the SDEIS. Members of affected community groups took part in some 38 

mediation-related meetings and contributed design ideas. Following the mediation 

process, the SR 520 Legislative Workgroup was formed to recommend a 

preferred design option to the full Legislature and Governor. Workgroup meetings 

were open to the public, and the group hosted an open house to collect public 

comment on their draft report in November 2009. 

Agencies, tribes, and the public have had formal opportunities to provide 

comments on both the Draft EIS and Supplemental Draft EIS. During the public 

comment period on the Draft EIS, WSDOT received a total of 1,734 comments; 

during the public comment period on the SDEIS, 414 comments were received. 
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WSDOT has considered all public, agency, and tribal input carefully in coming to 

its decision. 

3.	 How have comments on the Draft EIS been considered in the decision on the 

preferred alternative? 

The Draft EIS evaluated 4-Lane, 6-Lane, and 8-Lane alternatives, as well as 

several design options to the 6-Lane Alternative. All of these alternatives and 

options have since been eliminated from further detailed study, either because 

they did not meet the project purpose and need or because their impacts were 

larger than those of the designs developed for the SDEIS. The 8-Lane Alternative 

was eventually dropped from further analysis because it provided no greater 

mobility benefits than the 6-Lane Alternative, but had more environmental 

impacts and would have required extensive investments in improvements on I-5 

and I-405.  The Draft EIS concluded that the 4-Lane Alternative did not meet the 

project purpose and need because it failed to provide appreciably greater mobility 

benefits than the No Build Alternative. The 6-Lane design options evaluated in 

the SDEIS were eliminated due to concerns regarding their impacts, based on 

comments following the Draft EIS release. 

The 6-Lane design options evaluated in the SDEIS were developed with the intent 

of minimizing environmental impacts compared to those studied in the Draft EIS. 

This is largely as a result of design improvements made in response to public, 

tribal, and agency comment and input received between August2006 (when the 

Draft EIS was released) and December 2008 (when the final report of the 

mediation group was published). The Preferred 6-Lane Alternative differs from 

the 6-Lane Alternative presented in the Draft EIS in the following ways: 

Typical six-lane section of SR 520 (measured on floating bridge) reduced 

from 133 feet to 115 feet.
 
Width of Portage Bay Bridge at midpoint reduced from 154 feet to 105
 
feet.
 
Width at Montlake shoreline reduced from 352 feet to 240 feet.
 
Width across Foster Island reduced from 241 feet to 170 feet.
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4.	 How were the components of the preferred alternative evaluated in the 

SDEIS? 

As described above, the Preferred 6-Lane Alternative includes improvements that 

reduce effects on neighborhoods and the environment compared to the design 

options in the Draft EIS. While it was not analyzed as a single alternative in the 

SDEIS, each of its major components was included in one or more of the SDEIS 

design options, as described below: 

Interchange location at Montlake Boulevard: Evaluated in Option A.
 
Lid at Montlake Boulevard: Evaluated under all design options.
 
Transit/HOV direct-access at Montlake Boulevard: Evaluated under 

Option A and as a suboption to Option A.
 
Second bascule bridge at Montlake: Evaluated in Option A.
 
Access between SR 520 and Lake Washington Boulevard: Evaluated as a 

suboption to Option A.
 
Six-lane Portage Bay Bridge with auxiliary lane function (now provided as
 
a managed shoulder): Evaluated in Option A.
 
Wider distance between westbound and eastbound mainline lanes on west 

approach: Evaluated (as part of a larger footprint) in Options K and L.
 

5.	 How have comments on the SDEIS been considered in the decision on the 

preferred alternative? 

Following issuance of the SDEIS, WSDOT made additional refinements to the 

project design to address concerns that were raised during the comment period. 

These refinements will further reduce the impacts of the preferred alternative on 

the natural and built environment compared to the design options evaluated in the 

SDEIS. They include: 

A gap between the westbound and eastbound lanes of SR 520 from the 

floating bridge to the Montlake shoreline, which will accommodate a 

range of future configurations for light rail. 

A lower profile of the Evergreen Point floating bridge to minimize visual 

effects. 

A substantially larger lid at Montlake, with ramps and landscaping 

designed for improved bicycle and pedestrian access and use. 

A six-lane Portage Bay Bridge with a managed westbound shoulder to 

reduce bridge width while maintaining traffic flow during peak periods. 

An alignment that avoids the need to acquire buildings from the NOAA 

Northwest Fisheries Science Center south campus. 
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Potential for reduced effects on the Foster Island presumed eligible 

traditional cultural property through minimization of ground-disturbing
 
activities. 

Maintaining proposed pedestrian crossing and connectivity over I-5 by
 
reducing the I-5 lid to a smaller, separate structure. 


The Final EIS will fully evaluate the effects of design refinements that were not included 

in the SDEIS. As noted previously, these design refinements are expected to reduce 

impacts on the built and natural environment compared to the SDEIS options. 

6.	 How does the design of the preferred alternative avoid and/or minimize 

environmental impacts? 

In identifying the preferred alternative, WSDOT considered the following 

advantages of this design compared to others that were evaluated in the SDEIS: 

Minimize wetland and buffer fill.
 
Minimize aquatic habitat fill.
 
Minimize park land acquisition.
 
Lowest greenhouse gas emissions.
 
Least amount of new impervious surface.
 
Best transit connectivity.
 

Based on comments received on the Draft EIS and SDEIS, WSDOT is also 

working proactively with regulatory agencies, tribes, jurisdictions, and other 

stakeholders to define mitigation measures. In addition, WSDOT is working with 

the City of Seattle, regional transit agencies, and the University of Washington, 

and Arboretum Botanical Garden Committee to identify additional ways to 

improve project design, especially for transit, pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit as 

required by ESHB 6392. The Final EIS will document these mitigation measures 

and design enhancements. 

7.	 Are there any unavoidable adverse impacts? 

Unavoidable adverse impacts documented in the SDEIS include: 

Removal of the existing Evergreen Point Bridge, which is eligible for the 

National Register of Historic Places and the Washington State Historic 

Register. 

Additional fill and shading in and over habitat in Portage Bay and Lake 

Washington. 

The visual effects of the wider roadway, larger structures, and potential 

noise walls. 

Effects on access to usual and accustomed treaty areas of the Muckleshoot 

Tribe. 

Construction on Foster Island, presumed to be an eligible traditional 

cultural property. 
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Disruption from construction over a period of several years in some 

locations. 

8.	 Are there areas of controversy regarding WSDOT’s preferred alternative? 

Like most projects of its magnitude, the SR 520 I-5 to Medina Project has 

experienced controversy in several areas. WSDOT is actively working with 

agencies, elected officials, tribes, and members of the public to resolve these 

issues. The Final EIS will identify how each issue has been resolved. They 

include: 

Lack of consensus among Seattle neighborhoods on the preferred design 

option for the Montlake interchange area. 

Belief that light rail should be implemented at the time of project opening 

or soon thereafter. 

Disagreement on the optimum number of lanes for the SR 520 corridor 

between the floating bridge and I-5. 

Resource agency concerns with the low bridge profiles proposed through 

the west approach area. 

Tribal concerns related to usual and accustomed fishing areas, fish 

resources, aquatic habitat, and the potential to encounter cultural resources 

on Foster Island. 

9.	 Do the investigations and analysis conducted this far support the assumption 

that all of the alternatives under consideration would comply with Federal 

requirements such as Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act, the Executive 

Order on Environmental Justice, etc.? 

The preferred alternative WSDOT proposes is expected to comply with all federal 

requirements. Compliance with key requirements is described briefly below. 

Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act: The Preferred 6-Lane Alternative 

requires less filling of wetlands and aquatic resources than the other alternatives 

and design options that meet the project purpose and need. We anticipate that it 

will be identified the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative 

(LEDPA) in the Corps of Engineers’ 404(b)(1) analysis. 

Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice: All alternatives and options 

evaluated have equal potential to result in disproportionately severe and adverse 

effects on low-income populations and on tribal treaty rights of the Muckleshoot 

Indian Tribe. WSDOT is committed to developing mitigation measures that will 

help to offset these effects and will incorporate them into the FEIS and the Record 

of Decision. Section 4(f): The Draft Section 4(f) evaluation concludes that there 

are no feasible and prudent alternatives that avoid the use of Section 4(f) 

properties. In the absence of avoidance alternatives, the  Preferred 6-Lane 

Alternative has the least Section 4(f) use, particularly since the design has been 

changed to avoid the NOAA Northwest Fisheries Science Center. WSDOT is 

Preferred Alternative Information Sheet 
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actively working with the agencies with jurisdiction to develop measures to 

minimize harm to Section 4(f) resources. 

Section 6(f): Minimizing 4(f) impacts also minimizes 6(f) impacts. Through the 

Parks Technical Working Group, WSDOT is coordinating with the City of Seattle 

and University of Washington (the LWCFA/ALEA grantees), the Washington 

State Recreation and Conservation Office, and the National Park Service. A 

shortlist of potential replacement properties has already been agreed upon and 

will be finalized by fall 2010. 

Section 106: WSDOT is coordinating on a regular basis with the Department of 

Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP), the seven tribal nations with 

Section 106 interests, and 16 consulting parties to identify adverse effects and will 

develop a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to address these effects. The MOA 

will be completed before signing of the FEIS and will be incorporated into the 

Record of Decision. 

Endangered Species Act: WSDOT has worked closely with the Services at both 

staff and management levels since 2007 in developing analytical frameworks for 

effects on listed species. We are continuing this coordination during development 

of the Biological Assessment, currently scheduled for submittal in summer 2010. 

Based on discussions with USFWS and NOAA-NMFS to date, we anticipate 

receiving the Biological Opinion before the end of 2010. 
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Park 
Madison 

North 

Portage Bay 

Arboretum Montlake 

Preferred alternative: Overview DRAFT April 2010 

August 2006 

Draft EIS 
4-Lane Alternative 
6-Lane Alternative 
• Pacific Street 
Interchange option 

• Second Montlake  
Bridge option without the 
Montlake Freeway 
Transit Stop option. 

8-Lane Alternative 

1997-2000 

Trans-Lake Washington 
Study. 
• Four-lane options. 
• Six-lane options. 
• Eight-lane options. 
• Alternative modes. 

December 2006 

Gov. Gregoire report: 
A Path Forward to Action: 
Identified the 6-Lane 
Alternative as the state’s 
preferred alternative. 

Spring 2010 

State identifies preferred 
six-lane corridor configuration 
with interchange. 

Legislature passed ESHB 
6392 which outlines new 
workgroups to consider: 
• Design refinements 
• Transit connections 
• Transit planning and  
finance 
• Aboretum mitigation  
planning. 

Spring 2007 

Legislature passed ESSB 
6099: 
• Began mediation 
process. 

• Endorsed 4+2 
configuration (four 
general-purpose lanes 
and two transit/HOV 
lanes). 

• Began developing SR 520 
High Capacity Transit Plan. 

December 2008 

Mediation group identified 
three six-lane design options to 
analyze in SDEIS: 
• Option A with suboptions 
• Option K with suboptions 
• Option L with suboptions 

WSDOT, King County Metro 
and Sound Transit released 
SR 520 High Capacity Transit 
Plan which defined bus rapid 
transit across the corridor. 

Spring 2009 

Legislature passed ESHB 2211: 
• Authorized tolling on 
SR 520. 

January 2010 

SR 520 Legislative 
Workgroup (authorized by 
ESHB 2211) recommended a 
six-lane design option with an 
interchange at Montlake 
Boulevard (Option A+). 

Supplemental Draft EIS 
6-Lane Alternative 
• Option A with suboptions 
• Option K with suboptions 
• Option L with suboptions 

2000-2004 
Trans-Lake Washington 
Project. 
• Six-lane with high  
capacity transit options 
including light rail. 

• Eight-lane with high  
capacity transit options 
including light rail. 

• Established SR 520 as 
a tolled facility. 

Coordination with resource agencies, technical working groups and tribal nations 
 Coordination with jurisdictions and the public 

Union Bay
Montlake Cut 

Medina 

University of 
Washington 

Foster
 Island 

Capitol Hill 

Laurelhurst 

Broadmoor 

Lake Washington 

Interlaken 
Park 

Grade-separated crossing 
improves connection to 
U-LINK station 

Project timeline 

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

5 

Montlake CutPortage Bay 

Minimizes impacts 
to Foster Island 

Six-lane (4+2 configuration) 
improves transit/HOV 
mobility across Lake 
Washington 

Adds a bicycle and 
pedestrian path across 
Lake Washington 

Reduces height and width of 
bridge to minimize community 
and environmental impacts 

New reversible direct-access 
transit/HOV ramp provides efficient 
connections to the I-5 express lanes 

New lid at 10th Avenue and 
Delmar Drive connects 
neighborhoods and provides 
open space 

Improves bicycle and 
pedestrian connections 
across the Montlake Cut 

Second bridge crossing improves 
travel time and reliability along 
Montlake Boulevard 

Direct-access ramps to 
and from the east improve 
transit/HOV mobility and 
access at the Montlake 
interchange 

Ramp connection at 24th Avenue 
and Montlake Boulevard provide 
opportunity to manage traffic 
through the Arboretum 

Six-lane bridge section with 
managed shoulder improves 
merging on and off SR 520 

Urban intersection design 
improves bicycle and 
pedestrian connections 
and environment 

Bicycle/pedestrian crossing 
provides expanded 
access over I-5. 

Gap between bridge structures 
accommodates potential future 
light rail alignment 

Removes existing R.H. Thomson 
and Lake Washington Boulevard 
ramps and restores park land 
and habitats 

KEY CORRIDOR FEATURES: 
Replaces vulnerable structures. 
Improve transit travel time and reliability. 
Improves interchange design and traffic operations. 
Improves connections for bicyclists and pedestrians. 
Minimizes environmental impacts. 
Minimizes noise impacts. 
Improves stormwater collection and treatment. 

Not to Scale 



 



North 
Not to Scale 

National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) 

Montlake Cut 

Montlake Playfield 

University of
 Washington 

Union Bay 

Montlake lid 

520 

Second bascule 
bridge 

Westbound 
off-ramp 

Stormwater 
treatment 

facility 

Stormwater 
treatment 

facility 

Parking lot and
access to East 
Montlake Park 

Westbound 
on-ramp 

Grade-separated pedestrian
crossing to Sound Transit U-LINK

light rail station 

Transit/HOV lanes on 
Montlake Boulevard 

Transit/HOV direct-access
ramp to/from east 

Eastbound 
on-ramp 

Bus stops 

Preferred alternative 
MONTLAKE INTERCHANGE 

DRAFT 

Additional refinement could occur through the City of Seattle design process per legislation (ESHB 6392). 

April 2010 



 



 

 

 

What have we heard? DRAFT AprilApril 20102010 

Who we heard from 
9 Federal agencies.
 
3 Regional agencies.
 
9 State agencies.
 
3 Transit agencies including King County 

Metro, Sound Transit, and Community Transit.
 
7 Tribal nations.
 
15 Jurisdictions.
 
Over 70 Community organizations.
 
Members of the general public. 


How does the preferred alternative incorporate what we heard? 

Safety 

Parks and recreation 
Minimize effects on the Arboretum and 
parklands adjacent to the corridor. 
During construction, minimize effects to 
Opening Day of boating season. 
Provide canoe access underneath SR 520 in 
Union Bay. 
Add lids to provide open space 

Move forward with the replacement of 
SR 520 as a six-lane corridor. 
Provide sufficient space for stalled vehicles 
and emergency access along the corridor. 

Mobility Neighborhoods 
Add lids to reconnect neighborhoods. 
Minimize impacts to neighborhoods 
during construction. 
Incorporate aesthetic treatment on 
bridge structures. 
Reduce noise to the extent possible by 
considering noise walls and other 
innovative methods. 
Narrow the footprint of the corridor 
through the neighborhoods. 
Reduce the height and width of the 
floating bridge. 

Build a six-lane configuration with four 
general-purpose lanes and two transit/HOV 
lanes. 
Provide efficient connections for buses to the 
U-LINK station to and from SR 520. 
Build a structure that accommodates for future 
light rail transit. 
Provide bicycle and pedestrian connections 

Natural Environment 

across Lake Washington. 

Remove ramp connections to 
Lake Washington Boulevard. 
Remove existing R.H. Thomson 
and Lake Washington Boulevard ramps. 
Treat stormwater to meet current stormwater 
design and treatment standards. 
Minimize emissions and provide incentives 
for transit riders. 
Minimize impact to fish and wildlife habitat. 

Union Bay 

Montlake CutPortage Bay 

Medina 

North 
Capitol Hill 

Laurelhurst 

Lake Washington 

Additional refinement could 
occur through the City of

Seattle design process per
legislation (ESHB 6392). 

I-5 
Interchange 

West 
Approach 

Floating
Bridge 

Portage
Bay Bridge 

Montlake 
Interchange 

East 
Approach 

Connects the east and west 
sides of Lake Washington with 
a regional bicycle and 
pedestrian path 

Implements noise 
reduction strategies 
along the corridor 

Lowers the height 
of the Portage Bay 
Bridge 

Narrows width and 
incorporates a managed 
shoulder 

Avoids permanent impacts 
to the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration 
south campus buildings 

Improves bicycle and 
pedestrian connection at the 
Montlake/SR 520 interchange 
and across the Montlake Cut 

Provides grade-separated pedestrian 
crossing to U-LINK station 

Removes the ramp connections to 
Lake Washington Boulevard and 
replaces function with managed 
access at 24th Avenue 

Reduces the 
height of the 
floating bridge 

Narrows the six-lane 
corridor by reducing lane 
and shoulder widths 

Lowers the height 
of the west 
approach bridge 

Minimizes impact on the 
Hop-In grocery store 

Minimizes impacts 
to the historical 
Foster Island 

Reduces the number 
of columns in the 
water by using longer 
bridge spans 

Enhances bicycle and 
pedestrian connection 
over I-5 

Reduces the overall width of 
the floating bridge across Lake 
Washington by eliminating a 
row of pontoons consistent 
with state law 

Accommodates the 
potential for future light 
rail across Lake 
Washington 

Provides direct-access 
transit/HOV ramps 
to/from the east 

Not to Scale 
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